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TECATE - USA

Tecate Group, a global technology company headquartered in San Diego, has become a high-profile design and manufacturing company for today's capacitor technologies. Many of the products are UL certified and are therefore a good basis for our customers' own UL certifications for their products to be sold internationally.

Custom Ultracap Solutions

Tecate Group has been developing, producing and selling customized ultracap or supercap system solutions since 2004. These are available quickly and cost-effectively. Prototypes are produced in the development department at the headquarters in the USA and can be shipped to the customer in a short time. Likewise, customer-specific module designs with specified dimensional and capacity requirements can be made.

CAPCOMP is official distributor D-A-CH and contact for individual customer requirements.

TECATE in our webshop
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LIC Lithium Ion Capacitor
Hybrid Supercaps

	Higher voltage and energy density than batteries
	Fast charge / discharge
	Environmental friendliness
	Durability and safety of ultracapacitors
	Radial design
	Lifetime: 500.000 cycles
	Wide operating temperature range
	Custom configurations on request


Types

	TPLC 10F - 450F 3.8V
	PBLC 3.8 V 10F - 450F 3.8V
with Molex 87439-0200 Quick Connector


Datasheets
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Ultracap Cells


3 V

	TPLH Radial 3V 4F to 100F
	TPLH Snap‑in 100F to 450F
	TPLH 3.0V Threaded 650F to 3000F


2.7V

	TPLH Radial 1.5F to 120F
	TPL 0.5F to 100F
	TPLH 2.7V Threaded 650F to 3000F
	TPLS 100F to 400F


2.5V

	PC 4F to 10F


2.7 to 5.5V

	
	Cap-XX Low-Profile Ultracaps 
0.085F to 2.4F





Datasheets

Buy directly
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Ultracap Modules

5.0/5.4V

	
PBL 0.25F to 15F 5.4V


	
PBL‑NB 0.25F to 15F 5V


	
PBLL 0.25F to 15F 5.4V


	
PC5‑5 2F 5V




5.4V+

	PBLH 12V 87F to 112F 12V
	PBLS 0.41F to 15F 8.1V to 32.4V


	PBD 58F 16.2V
	PBL 16.2V 25F 16.2V
	PBLH 18V 500F 18V
	PBLH 54V 166F 54V


Datasheets

Buy directly
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Modules according to 
customer specification

Custom solutions on request

	Cells
	Coupling
	Design
	Assembly


Request a quote
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Industry Standard Capacitors

Ceramic Caps

	Surface Mount
	Radial/Axial


Film Caps

	Surface Mount
	Leaded


Aluminium E-Caps

	Surface Mount
	Radial/Snap-In


Coductive Polymer E-Caps

	Surface Mount
	Radial


Tantalum Capacitors

	Surface Mount
	Radial


Request a quote




















FAQ





Who can place an Order with us?




All those who have registered a trade. We supply to large customers as well as medium-sized companies, small businesses and engineering offices. Schools, colleges, universities and public institutions are also provided with technical advice and supplies. Depending on the purchase quantity and product, we grant staggered prices that can vary on a daily basis. Ask us for an individual offer.
                                            






Do I have to order online in the shop?




No, you are also welcome to request an individual offer. The ordering option at shop24.capcomp.de is particularly suitable for smaller quantities. The WEBSHOP is to be understood as an additional service offer where you can get a quick overview of availability, delivery times and prices. Furthermore, with its filter and search function, the shop also offers a quick overview of the different variants, designs, voltages, currents. Our stock in Freiberg am Neckar (South West of Germany) is well stocked for the common types. Provided that our suppliers accept it, special solutions are also offered here. In this case, we recommend that you ask us about delivery times.
                                            






What can you expect from CAPCOMP?




Competitive, fair pricing and clear communication are our top priorities. We thrive on long-term customer relationships. That is why we take great care to answer your questions and concerns in a professional and impeccable manner. The quality of CAPCOMP's advice and sales performance is highly valued by our industrial customers. Your success is our success.
                                            






Where can I get current certificates from the manufacturers?




You can obtain the current certificates of the manufacturers directly on request via our  info form. Due to the enormous amount and variety of product and company certificates, we do not want to make your selection unnecessarily difficult. Simply let us know which documents for which manufacturer and/or product you require. We will send you the requested documents directly.

Examples:

QS/QM, Health & Safety, Certificates of Conformity, Compliance and Environmental Certificates

	ISO 9001:2015
	ISO 14001:2015
	UK Conformity
	CE Conformity
	EU RoHS
	SDS Safety Data
	TEC TSCA COC
	EU REACH
	CRRC
	Halogen Free
	et al

                                            






Why are components like ultracaps called different names?




The variety of terms is explained by the English-language terms commonly used in the electronics industry, which are often mixed with German terms or used synonymously. In some cases, manufacturers have also introduced artificial terms to better distinguish themselves from competitors. Here are the most important examples:

Double layer capacitors (DSK) are referred to synonymously as:


	EDLC (Electric Double Layer Capacitor)
	Supercapacitors = Supercaps
	Ultracapacitors = Ultracaps
	Goldcap™ [Panasonic]
	Boostcap™  [Maxwell]
	Greencap™  [Samwha]
	PURIXEL™  [Pureechem] for supercap cells
	PURETRON™  [Pureechem] for supercap modules

                                            







Advice + Sales

Personal. Competent. Individual

Phone +49 7141 29895-0
sales.marketing@capcomp.de



Request information
shop24.capcomp.de 
















Product lines






SAMWHA Ultracapacitors
TECATE Supercaps
SPSCAP Ultracaps
PUREECHEM Supercapacitors
CAP-XX Supercapacitors
ITELCOND High Voltage Capacitors
AISHI Electrolytic Capacitors
SHORI Relays
VITZRO CELL Primary Batteries




TOPPOWER Voltage Transformers
NAINA Semiconductor
IKP Inductors
HIGH & LOW EMI Filters
MORECRAFTS Cable / Connectors
ZEALWAYS Resistors
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CAPCOMP GmbH
Gründelbachstrasse 10
D-71691 Freiberg / Neckar

» GOOGLE MAPS
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